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Abstract
Nitrogen fixing bacteria like Sinorhiziobia have the ability to convert nitrogen gas into ammonia,
allowing its incorporation into proteins and other biological molecules. These organisms form a
symbiosis with legume plants such as peas, soybeans, and alfalfa. The symbiotic relationship
between Sinorhizobia and legumes requires of the function of many proteins; one is 1aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid (ACC)-deaminase. Bacteria containing ACC-deaminase
enzymes are more effective in nodulation due to their ability to lower the concentration of
ethylene and bypass the plant defense systems. Upon examination of the complete DNA
sequence of forty-eight Sinorhiziobia strains from different geographical locations, eighteen
sequences similar to known ACC-deaminase genes were identified. Ten strains had homologs
with between 70 and 99% identity, and eight with ~30% identity (designated AcdS3) to ACCdeaminase from R. leguminosarum v. viceae. The goal of this project was to investigate the
functionality and substrate specificity of ACC-deaminase homologues in Sinorhizobium strains.
ACC-deaminase homologues were tested using biochemical assays and growth assays for ACCdeaminase and D-cysteine desulfhydrase activity. Protein alignment and comparative 3D
modeling of pyridoxal-5’-phosphate (PLP) active sites suggest that the AcdS3 homologue may
lack enzymatic activity due to an absence of hydrogen bonding from a glycine residue to the
nitrogen atom of PLP. Preliminary data from biochemical assays for ACC-deaminase and Dcysteine desulfhydrase activity support a lack of functionality of homologs for both enzymes.
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Thesis Introduction
Rhizobia and Its Relevance to Nitrogen Fixation
Nitrogen is significant to many life processes, including plant growth. Plants, unable to
fix atmospheric nitrogen into a form that they can utilize, look to the soil for mineral nitrogen or
other organisms for products of nitrogen fixation. Agriculturalists add nitrogen to the soil in
fertilizers to aid plant growth. In the nitrogen cycle, about 25% of the fixed nitrogen in the soil is
chemically fixed for fertilizer, while 60% of newly fixed nitrogen is due to natural processes
(Zahran 1999). Chemical nitrogenous fertilizers have led to high levels of polluted water and
eutrophication in fresh bodies of water (Zahran 1999). The increase in public awareness to the
problems created by chemical fertilizers has researchers investigating alternative methods to
facilitate plant growth and prevent further land degradation (Glick et al. 2007). In agriculture,
one example is crop rotation with legumes to bring about more nitrogen in soil. The symbiotic
relationship of Rhizobium species and legumes provides a renewable source of nitrogen for
agriculture (Zahran 1999). The nitrogen yield of legume plants are often the same as adding
about to 30 to 80 kg of nitrogen fertilizer ha-1 to the soil of other cereal crops (Zahran 1999). The
symbioses between more than 100 important agricultural legumes and Rhizobia already supply
about half of the amount of biologically fixed nitrogen and have the potential to provide well
over half of biologically fixed nitrogen (Tate 1995).
Rhizobia, a nitrogen-fixing soil bacteria, have a mutualistic relationship with legume
plants. Rhizobia receive supplies of carbohydrates and other nutrients, and in turn, the plants
acquire ammonia. Bacteria and host plants undergo the nodulation process in which outgrowths
form on the roots of legumes, called nodules, house rhizobia colonies, providing an environment
where the rhizobia can fix nitrogen, converting it from its atmospheric form, N2 to ammonia.
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This process begins when the legumes’ release of flavonoids that trigger the bacteria to produce
nodulation (nod) factors (Monahan-Giovanelli 2006). The nod factors trigger transcription that
leads to the expression of nod genes and N2 fixation genes (Monahan-Giovanelli 2006). The
bacteria adhere to curling root hairs and penetrate the root through a tubule called an infection
thread (Monahan-Giovanelli 2006). The early-formed infection thread is thought to induce the
division of cortical cells in which rhizobia will later colonize and differentiate into nitrogenfixing bacteriods (Rolfe et. al 1987). The infection thread continues to grow until it reaches the
cortex, and branches out to the divided cortical cells to where the rhizobia enter (Rolfe et. al
1987). Once in the cell, the bacterial colony is surrounded by a plant cell membrane that
becomes the nodule. Then, the bacteria differentiate and fix nitrogen (Monahan-Giovanelli
2006).

Ethylene and Its Role in Plant Growth
Plants in the environment respond to a wide variety of abiotic and biotic stresses, which plants
may respond to by producing stress ethylene (Glick et al. 2007). “ Stress ethylene”, named by
Abeles in 1973, is a gaseous phytohormone associated with the regulation of several aspects of
development and stress in plants (Morgan et al. 1997). Abiotic stresses in plants signal ethylene
biosynthesis (Glick et al. 2007). Linked biotic stresses, caused by pathogens, also induce
ethylene biosynthesis (Glick et al. 2007). One contribution to the increase in ethylene
biosynthesis during times of abiotic and biotic stresses is the stabilization of 1Aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid (ACC) synthase (Karthikeyan 2004 and Glick et al.
2007). In fact, both ACC synthase and ACC oxidase can be induced by stress (Morgan et al.
1997). ACC synthase converts S-adenosyl methionine to ACC, the immediate precursor of
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ethylene discovered by Adams and Yang in 1979, and ACC oxidase converts ACC into ethylene
(Abeles et al. 1992 and McDonnell et al. 2009). As part of the stress response of plant root
invasion, ethylene plays an important role in nodulation (Glick et. al. 2007) and has been found
to inhibit root nodulation (Abeles et al. 1992). Nukui et al. (2000) showed that added ACC, the
precursor to ethylene, reduced the total number of nodules on legumes, Lotus japonucus and
Macroptilium atropurpureum, and that inhibitors to ethylene synthesis further enhanced
nodulation of these species. In addition, adding ACC to growth of Medicago truncatula (barrel
medic), a relative of alfalfa, also blocks nodulation (Penmetsa and Cook 1997). Ethylene has also
been found to limit the amount of fixed nitrogen by existing nodules in the roots of beans
(Grobbelaar et al. 1971). When added to P. sativum, exogenous ethylene inhibited nodulation by
blocking infection thread formation from the epidermis into the cortex (Lee and LaRue 1992).
Entrance of an infection thread into the root cortex is under the control of ethylene (Guinel and
Geil 2002) and in alfalfa, up to 99% of infection threads abort in the cortex (Ma et al. 2004).
Abeles discusses that ethylene may have a direct effect on infection thread progression due to its
effects on peroxidase (Abeles et al. 1992). Peroxidase is stimulated, which serves as a source of
H2O2 and cross-links glycoproteins in the infection thread solidifying it and causing the infection
thread to abort (Guinel and Geil 2002, Wisniewski et al 2000 and Ma et al. 2004).
Successful infection thread entry into the root cortex is dependent upon the regulation of
levels of ethylene in the plant cortex. A lower level of ethylene has been shown to allow
successful entry, and higher levels induce abortion of the infection thread (Ma et al. 2003 and
Guinel and Geil 2002). Regulation of ethylene levels occur via plant and bacterial mechanisms.
Ethylene biosynthesis in plants is heavily regulated by ACC-synthase, an enzyme that facilitates
the conversion of S-adenosyl-L-methionine (SAM or S-Adomet) to ACC (Wang et. al. 2002).
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Methionine, an amino acid in plants is converted by SAM synthetase to S-Adomet, by ACCsynthase to ACC, and ACC-Oxidase to ethylene. Transcription of ACC-synthase is activated by
plant stresses, including infection, UV, wound, and etc, and release of calcium and plant
hormones (Wang et al. 2002).
Some strains of rhizobia have developed mechanisms to lower the amount of endogenous
ethylene in host plants (Ma et al. 2003). One mechanism through which these bacteria lower
ethylene levels the degrading activity of ACC deaminase. The enzyme ACC deaminase lowers
plant ethylene levels by drawing ACC into the plant and converting it into ammonia and αketobutyrate before it can be converted into ethylene (Ma et al 2003). Plants inoculated with
ACC-deaminase-producing bacteria better resist the inhibition effects of stress ethylene (Ma et
al. 2003). In one study, 55 day old tomato plants inoculated with bacteria expressing the gene for
ACC-deaminase, were flooded for 9 days and showed tolerance to the stress caused by the
flooding (Grichko and Glick 2001).
Rhizobia with ACC-deaminase activity have been found not only to increase successful
nodulation in plants, but also promote an increase in total plant biomass and root elongation. A
study that looked at inoculating mung beans with Rhizobia screened for ACC-deaminase
revealed that the plants inoculated with the ACC-deaminase containing bacteria had longer roots
and greater total biomass (Shaharoona et al. 2006).
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Figure 1, obtained from Figure 1 of Glick et al. 1998, is a representation of how ethylene inhibition of root
elongation in plants. 1AA, indoleacetic acid; ACC, 1 aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid; AdoMet, S-adenosylmethionine; α -kB, α –ketobutyrate; PGPR, Plant Growth Promoting Rhizobacteria

PLP-Dependent Enzymes
ACC deaminase is a member of the pyridoxal phosphate-dependent enzyme family
(Hontezeas et al. 2006). Pyridoxal 5’-phosphate (PLP) is a form of vitamin B6 that acts as a
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cofactor for these enzymes through its aldehyde group, where it can form imines with amino
groups on a substrate and act as an “electron sink,” withdrawing electrons from a substrate (John
1995). PLP-dependent enzymes catalyze reactions including amino group transfer,
decarboxylation, change of chemical groups at different carbon position and the inter-conversion
of L and D amino acids (Bharath et al. 2012). PLP-dependent enzymes are classified into four
folding types, and ACC-deaminase is thought to fit into the classification for the tryptophansynthase (TRPSβ) family (Hontzeas et al. 2006). Another enzyme that fits into this classification
is D-cysteine desulfhydrase. Although ACC-deaminase and D-cysteine desulfhydrase are
homologues and within the same family, they have different enzyme mechanisms and different
specificities (Bharath et. al 2012).

Project Goals
Ma et. al (2004) introduced an ACC-deaminase gene from R. leguminosarum bv. viciae
128C53K into Sinorhizobium meliloti, and results showed increased nodulation of Medicago
saltiva by 40% in assays when compared with wild-type strains. Increases in nodulation by
insertion of ACC-deaminase from R. leguminosarum into Sinorhizobium supports research of
proteins with homology to ACC-deamianse in strains of Sinorhizobium. Research done by Cory
Miller at Hamline University (2011) and a BLAST search of 48 strains of Sinorhizobia genomes
using a known functional ACC deaminase gene from R. legminosarum, identified the presence of
an ACC deaminase in 12 strains. The search also revealed a similar homolog with 33% identity
among 8 strains. The protein showing 33% identity to AcdS was labeled as ACC deaminase or
D-cysteine desulfhydrase (DcyD). This finding brought about the question whether this
homolog, designated acds3, has ACC deaminase activity, whether could it be a D-cysteine
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desulfhydrase, or neither. Proteins with homology to D-cysteine desulfhydrase have been
functionally characterized in some strains of E. coli and Salmonella typhimurium but not yet
characterized in strains of Sinorhizobia.
The goals of this project are to conduct a bioinformatics analysis of ACC-deaminase
(AcdS) homologues in Sinorhizobium strains, and investigate the enzymatic functionality of
identified homologues. Chapter I discusses a BLAST search of 48 Sinorhizobia genomes for
ACC-deaminase genes, a protein alignment of AcdS homologues with known functional ACCdeaminases and D-cysteine desulfhydrases, investigation of Acds3 active site using 3D
structures, PCR to confirm the presence of the Acds3 homologue among 8 strains and an attempt
to clone a homologue gene into competent cells. Chapter II further discusses the investigation of
enzymatic activity of the acds3 with the optimization of a growth assay for ACC-deaminase and
biochemical assays for ACC-deaminase and D-cysteine desulfhydrase activity.
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Ch1 Bioinformatic Analysis of ACC-Deaminase Homologues in Sinorhizobia

Introduction
ACC-deaminase plays an important role in aiding the rhizobial nodulation processes of
legume plants. A BLAST search reveals eight Sinorhizobial strains with similar sequences with
approximately 30% identity to ACC-deaminase. In the BLAST search results, one of these
sequences was annotated D-cysteine desulfhydrase,. The eight similar sequences were designated
AcdS3. The question and goal of this project became to try and determine the enzymatic activity
of the Sinorhizobia homolog, whether it has ACC-deaminase activity, D-cysteine desulfhydrase
activity, both or neither.
A protein alignment and 3D model overlay comparison explores differences in amino
acids between active sites and aim at possible insight into the enzymatic mechanisms of a
Sinorhizobia ACC-deaminase homolog. Later in the chapter, PCR of the AcdS3 sequences aims
to confirm their presence in Sinorhizobia strains and to amplify sequences for cloning into
overexpression vectors for testing enzymatic functionality.

Mechanistic Differences Between ACC-Deaminase and other PLP-dependent enzymes
ACC deaminase, according to the classification scheme for PLP enzymes of four folding
types, fits into the tryptophan synthase (TRPSβ) family (John 1995 and Hontzeas et. al. 2006).
ACC-deaminase is a unique case, since it catalyzes the opening of a cyclopropane ring of ACC
(Karthikeyan et. al. 2004). The first step in the mechanism of almost all PLP-dependant
enzymes is the formation of an internal aldimine (Schiff base) between pyridoxal phosphate and
a lysine residue at the active site, commonly Lys51 in ACC-deaminase (Figure 2-1) (Karthikeyan
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et. al. 2004 and Hontzeas et. al. 2006). Next (Figure 2-2), an amino acid substrate such as ACC
or D-cysteine, interacts with the internal aldimine and undergoes transaldmination to form an
external aldimine between the amino acid substrate and PLP (Karthikeyan et. al. 2004 and
Hontzeas et. al. 2006). At the point the aldimine exchange has occurred between the aa substrate
and PLP, there are three different routes that it may take to formation of a quinonoid structure:
A) nucleophilic addition at the β-carbon of the amino acid substrate (Fig 3-4) followed by βhydrogen abstraction (Figure 3-5), B) direct β-hydrogen abstraction of the amino acid substrate
(Figure 3-4 ⟶6,) or C) abstraction of the α-proton and conversion to a quinonoid structure
(Karthikeyan et. al. 2004 and Hontzeas et. al. 2006).

Figure 2 shows the first similar steps in all PLP-dependent enzyme mechanisms.
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Figure 3 shows chemical mechanisms for ACCD involving nucleophile- (Path A) and base-(Path
B) catalyzed cyclopropane ring cleavage. Taken from Scheme 2 from Thibodeaux et. al 2011.
Since ACC does not have an abstractable α-hydrogen like other amino acid substrates,
pathways A and B (in Figure 3) show two different proposed mechanisms that ACC-deaminase
could follow to proceed from step two (in Figure 2) to the next intermediate, (Thibodeaux et. al.
2011) In pathways A and B, abstraction of the β-hydrogen leads to the formation of a quinonoid
structure (Thibodeaux et. al 2011). Protonation of carbon 4 of PLP by Lys51 (Figure 3-6 to 3-8)
leads to the formation of a PLP-aminocrotonate species with an internal aldimine, shown in
Figure 3-8 (Thibodeaux et. al 2011). Another aldimine exchange with Lys 51, in Figure 3-8,
releases the aminocrotonate, shown in Figure 3-9, and regenerates the internal aldminine in
Figure 3-3 (Thibodeaux et. al 2011). Tautomerization of the aminocrotonate (3-9) and hydrolysis
of its imine, then releases (Figure 3-3) products, α-ketobutyrate (Figure 3-2) and ammonia
(Thibodeaux et. al 2011).
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The general mechanism for PLP enzymes follows pathway C to form a quinonoid
structure. The formation of a quinoid structure is followed by transaminiation, racemization, γand β- eliminations and replacement reactions (Karthikeyan et. al. 2004 and Hontzeas et. al.
2006).

Figure 4 is a diagram of the general mechanism for PLP-dependent enzymes from Figure 1 of
Hontzeas et. al. 2006.
Pathway C, the formation of the quinoid structure, is shown in Figure 4 [1]  ⟶ [3]. The
quinonoid structure, Figure 4 [3] can then undergo a variety of different reactions. Elimination of
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the R-group on the aa substrate, can lead to formation of an aminoacrylate and release of α-keto
acid and ammonia products (Hontzeas et al 2006). For D-cysteine desulfhydrase, the R-group
eliminated is H2S from D-cysteine and upon formation of the aminoacrylate, ammonia and
pyruvate are released (Bharath et al. 2012).
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Methods
Bioinformatic Analysis
A BLAST protein search was performed using the the query amino acid sequence of
ACC-deaminase from R. leguminosarum v. viceae (Miller 2012). The BLAST search of 48
Sinorhizobia strains was performed on Genoscope MicroScope, private genome database (Miller
2012).

Protein Sequence Alignment
A multiple sequence alignment was done using Clustal W2. Sinorhizobia ACCdeaminase homolog sequences of about 90-100%, 70% identity and 30% identity were obtained
from Genoscope genome browser. The following sequences were obtained from the RCSB
Protein Data Bank: ACC-deaminases from Hansenula saturnus and Pseudomonas sp. ACP,
putative ACC-deaminase from Pyrococcus horikoshii, and D-cysteine desulfhydrase from
Salmonella typhimurium were obtained from the RCSB Protein Data Bank. The sequences for
ACC-deaminase from Rhizobium leguminosarum v.viceae and D-cysteine desulfhydrase from
Escherichia coli were obtained from NCBI. All sequences were aligned using default settings.

3D Comparative Modeling
Swiss Model software was used to mutate the PLP active site of P. horikoshii so that it
could look like the AcdS3 homolog. The P. horikoshii model was used, since it had the most
similar amino acids to AcdS3 sequences around the PLP binding site in the protein alignment
(Figure 5). The files for the structural model of P. horikoshii, (PDB ID #1J0A) with PLP bound
were obtained from the online RSCB Protein Data Bank and uploaded into Swiss Model
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Software. The Protein Data Bank also has a feature called Ligand Explorer that allows one to
view the interactions of particular ligands with the enzyme active site, including hydrogen
bonding, metal interactions and hydrophobic interactions among the amino acids and ligand. It
also lists the types interactions of each amino acid within a particular distance of the ligand, with
the specific atoms of the ligand compound. The amino acids and interactions with PLP for ACCdeaminases and homologues from Psuedomonas sp. ACP (PDB ID # 1TYZ) and H. Saturnus
(PDB ID# 1F2D) and then amino acids and interaction from the P.horikohii were observed,
especially hydrogen bond interactions of the PLP ligand with surrounding amino acids. When
opening the uploading enzyme structural files in Swiss Model, all of the amino acids in the entire
enzyme structure are displayed on the screen. Next in Swiss Model, the amino acids that weren't
listed as immediately around the P. horikoshii active site in the Ligand Explorer are hidden from
screen display. From the active site amino acids still visible, two amino acids from P. horikoshii
were mutated, T194 →M194 (according to P. horikoshii aa numbering) and T308 → G308 (this
aligns with E296 in H. Saturnus AcdS). These were different in the P. horikoshii homolog than
AcdS3 in the protein sequence alignment so that they might appear like AcdS3 homolog.
Athough not visible in the overlay, the amino acid H80→F80 was mutated, due to the
differences in the shape of the substrate binding pocket mentioned in Todorovic and Glick 2008.
When mutating the amino acids, the rotamer or conformational isomer, of each amino acid was
selected so that the score was closest to zero to minimize hindering forces in the structure. Swiss
Model has a tab that allows prediction of H-bond interactions in the model, and this was used to
compute hydrogen bonds between the displayed amino acids and the PLP ligand. This process
was repeated these for both ACC-deaminase models from Psuedomonas and H. Saturnus and no
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amino acids were mutated. An overlay of the display structures was created, screen shots taken,
and used to compare the hydrogen bonding interactions.
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Results
BLAST Search of 48 Sinorhizobium strains for Homologous Proteins to ACC-Deaminase
from R. Leguminosarum v. viciae
Strain
Identity
E-value
Designation
USDA1002
100.00 %
1.99634e-194
AcdS1
USDA1021
100.00 %
1.99634e-194
AcdS1
M30
99.71 %
7.5861e-194
AcdS1
N6B1
99.71 %
7.5861e-194
AcdS1
N6B7
99.71 %
7.5861e-194
AcdS1
M102
99.12 %
2.20722e-193
AcdS1
M2
99.12 %
2.20722e-193
AcdS1
M1
99.12 %
2.20722e-193
AcdS1
WSM419
99.12 %
2.20722e-193
AcdS1
USDA4893
91.15 %
4.77372e-180
AcdS1
M270
98.63 %
3.10862e-163
AcdS1
USDA4894
72.70 %
2.47456e-144
AcdS2
A321
33.83 %
4.20372e-43
AcdS3
M2
33.83 %
4.20372e-43
AcdS3
M22
33.53 %
2.72477e-42
AcdS3
WSM419
33.53%
2.72477e-42
AcdS3
KH46c
32.53%
2.15896e-39
AcdS3
M58
33.11
6.50046e-36
AcdS3
M161
32.18 %
1.10881e-35
AcdS3
M1
31.83 %
5.50297e-35
AcdS3
Table 1: AcdS1: 90%-100% identity to R. leguminosarum ACC-deaminase aa sequence
(BLAST sequence) The strains highlighted in red are strains that contain more than one ACCdeaminase homolog sequence.
AcdS2: has about 73% identity to reference sequence
AcdS3: homolog with about 30% identity to reference sequence
During BLAST search, AcdS3 homolog from WSM419 plasmid labeled as D-cysteine
desulfhydrase
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Amino Acid Sequence Alignment of known ACC-deaminases
and ACC-deaminase Homologues

Figure 5 is an alignment of Sinorhizobial strain’ sequences with AcdS3, E.coli MG1655 and
Salmonella typhimurium D-cysteine desulfhydrases; ACC-deaminase sfrom R. leguminosarum v.
viceae, H. Saturnus, and Psuedomonas sp. ACP; and Sinorhizobia AcdS2 homolog. Red: small,
hydrophobic, aromatic, not Y. Blue: acidic. Magenta: basic. Green: hydroxyl, amine, amide,
basic. Gray: others. Highlights show amino acid sites involving with the binding of PLP at
enzyme active sites and are used in Figure 4 active site models of AcdS3 and ACC-deaminases
from Psuedomonas, P.horikoshii, and H. Saturnus.
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Amino Acid Sequence Alignment of AcdS1, AcdS2, and AcdS3 Sequences

Figure 6 shows an alignment of Sinorhizobia USDA1002 AcdS1, USDA4894 AcdS2, and A321
AcdS3 sequences. Red: small, hydrophobic, aromatic, not Y. Blue: acidic. Magenta: basic.
Green: hydroxyl, amine, amide, basic. Gray: others. Highlights show amino acid sited involving
with the binding of PLP at enzyme active sites.
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Superimposition of Amino Acids from PLP active sites

	
  

	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
Figure 7 is a structural overlay of amino acids surrounding the PLP active site of ACCdeaminase from H. Saturnus (light blue aa backbone), Pseudomonas sp. ACP (dark pink aa
backbone) and AcdS3 mutated from P. horikoshii (orange aa backbone) active site structure (Yao
et al. 2000) (Fujino et al. 2004) and (Karthikeyan et al. 2004).
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Discussion
Bioinformatics Analyses
BLAST searches
A BLAST search of the 48 Sinorhizobial genomes, results shown in Table 1, yielded 11
strains with sequences with 90-100% identity to the query sequence from R. leguminosarum v.
viceae that were designated AcdS, one strain with a sequence with about 73% identity and eight
sequences with about 30% identity to query ACC-deaminase sequence from R. leguminosarum.
The homologues with about 30% identity were all designated AcdS3. Low E values for the 90%
ID sequences and above suggest quality matches for each of the sequence alignments, and
slightly higher E values for the 70% and 30% identity sequences in Table 1 suggest slightly less
quality matches. Although the E values may be higher for the AcdS2 and AcdS3 sequences, the
E values may be affected by the size of the sequence and number of genomes searched, and may
not be the greatest determinant of the BLAST search outcomes. The AcdS3 homolog sequence
from Sinorhizobia WSM419 was labeled D-cysteine desulfhydrase during the BLAST search.
E.coli D-cysteine desulfhydrase has about 38% identity to R. leguminosarum ACC-deaminase.
Eight similar homologues’ AcdS3 sequences warrant further investigation into the possible
functionality of these sequences. It also poses the question whether the homologous sequences
with 70% and 30% identity possess ACC-deaminase functionality, D-cysteine desulfhydrase
functionality, both or neither. Further research aims to explore the possible enzymatic activity of
the AcdS3 homologues.
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Protein Sequence Alignments
Protein alignment shows that WSM419 AcdS3 sequence has about 38% identity to E.coli
D-cysteine desulfhydrase. WSM419 AcdS3 has about 33% identity to the R. leguminosarum v.
vicieae ACC-deaminase and has about 32% identity, with 1e-42 E value, to Arabidopsis thaliana
D-cysteine desulfhydrase. Previously identified as a D-cysteine desulfhydrase, McDonnell et al.
2008 revealed that the Arabidopsis thaliana enzyme is a dual function enzyme with both ACCdeaminase and D-cysteine desulfhydrase activity. The similarity in identity percentages warrants
further investigation into whether the AcdS homologues might have ACC-deaminase activity, Dcysteine desulfhydrase activity, both or no activity at all.
The highlighted portions of the protein alignment in Figure 5 are the amino acid sites
identified as closely surrounding the PLP binding site by Ligand Explorer from the RSCB
Protein Database for ACC-deaminase sequences from P. horikoshii, Pseudomonas and H.
saturnus. The protein alignment shows the presence of conserved residues such as Lys51 (per
numbering H. Saturnus ACC-deaminase (HsAcdS)), that is associated with binding to PLP and
forming a Schiff base during catalysis (Fujino et. al 2004). There is also a tyrosine residue at the
position of Tyr295 in HsAcdS, that stacks on the pyridine ring of PLP and helps the formation of
an external Schiff base (Fujino et. al 2004). The serine, at position S79, in HsAcdS, is also
important to the mechanism of PLP enzymes (Fujino et. al 2004 and Zhao et al. 2003). It is
present in all of sequences in the alignment, and Zhao et al. (2003) discuss that it likely acts as a
nucleophile that attacks the cyclopropane ring of ACC, and initiates its breakdown. All of the
ACC-deaminases, D-cysteine desulfhydrases, and homologs in the protein alignment in Figure 5
share these conserved residues and suggest the possible function of the AcdS3 homologues as
PLP-dependent enzymes with dual substrate specificities.
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Key Residues at PLP Binding Site
The green highlighted portions, of Figure 5, were identified as highly conserved sites that
distinguish ACC-deaminases and D-Cysteine desulfhydrases in Todorovic and Glick 2008.
Amino acid residues at the position of Glu296 and Leu323 in H. saturnus numbering, are highly
conserved and necessary for ACC deaminase activity in confirmed ACC deaminase proteins
(Todorovic and Glick 2008). Todorovic and Glick 2008 mutated a tomato D-cysteine
desulfhydrase at Thr386 to a Leucine (Leu323 in HsAcdS numbering). Leucine is a characteristic
residue to ACC-deaminases at this site (Todorovic and Glick 2008). When testing this mutated
D-cysteine desulfhydrase for activity, they found that there was not a complete loss in activity
(Todorovic and Glick 2008). A glutamic acid residue is conserved at position E296 in H.
Saturnus numbering among ACC-deaminase sequences in Figure 5. When Todorovic and Glick
2008 mutated Glu358 (E296 in HsAcdS), in a tomato D-cysteine desulfhydrase, to a Serine, they
found that there was a lack of ACC-deaminase functionality. (Todorovic and Glick 2008). This
data supports the importance of these residues (highlighted in light green in Figure 5) in helping
to determine ACC-deaminase and D-cysteine desulfhydrase functionality.

P. Horikoshii ACC-deaminase homolog
The P. horikoshii ACC-deaminase homolog was shown to only convert L-serine and Dserine to pyruvate (Fujino et. al. 2004) P. horikoshii AcdS homolog substitutions around the PLP
active site include His-Gln77(in HsAcdS), Thr-Glu296(in HsAcdS), and Thr-Leu323(in
HsAcdS) (Fujino et. al 2004). Leu323 in HsAcdS is important to stabilize PLP in its active site
and is oriented to provide space for Glu296’s (in HsAcdS) long side chain (Yao et al 2000;
Fujino et. al 2004; Todorovic and Glick 2008; Karthikeyan et al. 2004). There is a threonine
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residue at the Leu323 (in HsAcdS) position in D-cysteine desulfhydrases, the P. horikoshii
homolog, and AcdS3 sequences. Todorovic and Glick 2008 states that other putative ACCdeaminases that do not possess Glu296 and Leu323 (in HsAcdS) residues will lack any ACCdeaminase activity. In HsAcdS, the carboxylate oxygen of Glu296 makes a hydrogen-bond with
the pyridine nitrogen of PLP (Yao et al. 2000). Typically in the TRPSβ family of PLP-dependent
enzymes, there is a serine or threonine in which the hydroxyl group hydrogen bonds with the
pyridine nitrogen (Fujino et al. 2004). The Thr308 in P. horikoshii interacts with the pyridine
nitrogen (Fugino et al. 2004), where Glu296 does (Yao et al. 2000), however, the protein
alignment in Figure 5 reveals the presence of a glycine in the AcdS3 homologues at this position.
Atlack of hydrogen bond interaction with the pyrimidine nitrogen may limit PLP-dependent
enzyme activity and any possible AcdS3 activity.

3D model comparison
Figure 7 shows predicted hydrogen bonding interactions of ACC-deaminases from
Pseudomonas and H. saturnus, and the P.horikoshii ACC-deaminase homolog that was mutated
to appear like AcdS3 might at the PLP active site. In Figure 7, the glycine in the position of
Glu296 (in HsAcdS), in the mutated P. horikoshii model, is further shown to lack hydrogen
bonding with the pyridine nitrogen. When compared with PLP active site models from
Pseudomonas sp. ACP and H. saturnus, both ACC-deaminases have residues at the Glu296
position that hydrogen bonds to the pyridine nitrogen of PLP. This could support a lack of
enzymatic activity in the AcdS3 homologues. The type of group hydrogen binding likely
determines the electron withdrawing power of PLP (Zhao et. al 2007), and Bharath et al. 2012
discussed that the hydrogen bonding with a carboxylate group that is negatively charged, as
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opposed to a hydroxyl group, could increase the electron sink of PLP. Sharif et. al. 2007 used
liquid-state NMR to investigate different hydrogen bonds that play a role in controlling the
reactivity and specificity of PLP-catalytic reactions. Research suggests that the reactivity of the
Schiff base intermediates formed during PLP-dependent catalysis is determined by the
differences in how the pyridine nitrogen is protonated (Sharif et al. 2007). Overall, a lack of
hydrogen bonding from the Gly308 of the mutated P. horikoshii model helps to support a lack of
enzymatic functionality for D-cysteine desulfhydrase and ACC-deaminase in biochemical assays
(to be discussed at a later time).
It is possible that a residue at another position in the AcdS homolog, not observed in the
active site mutation of P. horikoshii, could by hydrogen bonding with the pyridine nitrogen
contribute to catalytic activity. Further directions should aim to construct a 3D structural model
of the AcdS3 homolog, to further explore the enzyme’s possible function or lack of function.
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Ch2 Biochemical And Growth Assays’ Analysis of
ACC-Deaminase Homologues
Introduction
Although ACC-deaminase and D-cysteine desulfhydrase have different cellular functions
and mechanisms, they share a number of similar characteristics. Both are considered members
of the tryptophan-synthase (TRPSβ) family of PLP dependent enzymes and breakdown amino
acid substrates, with water and PLP, into α-keto acids and ammonia products. ACC-deaminase
breaks down ACC, an amino acid, into ammonia and α-ketobutyrate, an α-keto acid, and Dcysteine desulfhydrase breaks down D-cysteine, an amino acid, into hydrogen sulfide, ammonia
and pyruvate, another α-keto acid.
ACC-Deaminase

ACC

H2 O

ammonia

α-ketobutyrate

D-Cysteine Desulfhydrase

D-cysteine

	
  

H2 O

H2 S

ammonia

pyruvate
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Since both enzymes have similar substrates and products, it is possible to use similar
assay methods to test for the activity of each enzyme. Chapter 1 used a bioinformatics approach
to investigate the possible function of the AcdS3 homolog in strains of Sinorhizobia. This
chapter discusses biochemical and growth assays used to determine possible functionality of the
AcdS3 homologues.

2,4-Dinitrophenylhydrazine
2,4-Dinitrophenylhydrazine (2,4-DNPH) is a reagent that can be used to precipitate carbonyl
compounds, particularly aldehydes and ketones (Vogel et al. 2000). An aldehyde or ketone may
be identified by the melting point of the hydrazone formed in reaction with 2,4-DNPH (Vogel et.
al. 2000). Upon the addition of an alkali, different hydrazones develop red color at varying
intensities that can be measured photometrically (Cavallini et. al. 1949) and (Vogel et. al. 2000).
Thus, 2,4-DNPH can be used to measure the presence of different α-keto acids such as αketobutyrate and pyruvate. To examine the functionality of the AcdS3 homologue, 2,4-DNPH is
reacted with the products of α-keto acid products of reactions catalyzed by ACC-deaminase and
D-cysteine desulfhydrase. NaOH is added to develop the hydrazone and absorbance
measurements are taken to quantify the reaction products.

Ketone grp

	
  

2,4-DNPH

hydrazone

H2 O
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Methods

Initial Growth of Bacterial Strains
Sinorhizobia strains were taken from frozen culture and streaked on TY plates (TY; 0.5%
tryptone, 0.3% yeast extract, 0.87% CaCl2*2H2O, and 0.15% agar) (Beringer 1974). Strains were
allowed to grow at 30°C overnight and for another 3 days at 4°C. Five milliliters of liquid TY
were inoculated with an inoculation loopful of strains from TY agar plates and placed in shaking
incubator overnight at 30°C and 100 rpm.
E.coli strains were streaked on LB plates. Strains were allowed to grow overnight at 37°C
and at room temperature for 1 day. Five milliliters of liquid LB were inoculated with an
inoculation loopful of strains from LB agar plates and placed in shaking incubator overnight at
37°C and 100 rpm.
Liquid cultures were grown until optical densities at 600 nm reached 0.6 or higher.
For strains of Sinorhizobia, 500 uL of liquid TY culture were centrifuged at 10,000 rpm
for 5 min, washed with 0.85% NaCl in ddH2O, re-suspended in 500 uL of 0.85% NaCl and
transferred to 50mL of Sinorhizobium Minimal Medium (SMM): 11 mM KH2PO4, 13 mM
K2HPO4, 15 mM NH4Cl, 15 mM NaCl, 2mM MgSO4, 200 ng/mL CoCl2, 200 ng/mL biotin and
600 ng/mL thiamine. SMM consists of 3 100X components made separately and combined later
to 1X in the final solution of sterile ddH2O; 100X SMAJ is made of the first 4 components, 100X
MCBT made from the later 4 components and 100X 30% D-Glucose (Griffitts et. al. 2008) and
(Miller 2012). Each component was made in 50mL ddH2O and filter sterilized. The components
and media were stored at room temperature until use (Griffitts et. al. 2008).
Five hundred microliters of stains of E.coli were centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 5 min and
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wasted with 0.85% NaCl in ddH2O. Cells were resuspended in 500 uL of 0.85% NaCl and
transferred to M9 (1X M9 salts (64 g Na2HPO4.7H2O, 15 g KH2PO4, 2.5 g NaCl, and 5 g NH4Cl
in 1 L Sterile ddH2O), 2 mM MgSO4, 0.1 mM CaCl2, 0.4% carbon source in sterile ddH2O) (M9
media/minimal 2007).
The strains were grown in 50 mL SMM (supplemented with 3 mM ACC if going to be
used for ACC-Deaminase biochemical activity assay) or M9 for 2 days at 30°C or 37°C at 100
rpm.

Biochemical Activity Assays
D-Cysteine Desulfhydrase Assay
After 2 days of growth, the optical densities at 600 nm were obtained and cultures
centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 15min. The supernatants were decanted and pelleted cells were resuspended in 1 mL 0.1 M Tris-HCl pH 8.5 buffer and stored at -20°C until used in activity
assays.
D-cysteine desulfhydrase activity was measured by a modified ACC-deaminase activity
assay from Penrose and Glick (2005); Honma and Shimomura (1978); and Todorovic and Glick
(2008). The activity of D-cysteine desulfhydrase was determined by the measurement of the
production of pyruvate when D-cysteine is cleaved by the enzyme into pyruvate, ammonia and
hydrogen sulfide. The amount of pyruvate, in micromoles, produced was determined by
comparing it with absorbances at 560 nm when the α-keto acid was reacted with 0.2%
dinitrophenylhydrazine in 2 M HCl (DNPH reagent). For the standard curve, ranging from 0-1.0
umol pyruvate, a stock solution of 10 mM pyruvate was made fresh in 0.1M Tris-HCl pH 8.5
buffer. Concentrations from 0-1.0 umol pyruvate were prepared with final volumes of 200 uL
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and added to 1800 uL of 0.56 M HCl. Next, 300 uL of DNPH reagent was added. The contents
were vortexed and incubated at 30°C for 30min, while the α-keto acid was derivatized as a
phenylhydrazone in solution (Penrose and Glick 2003). The color of the phenylhydrazone was
developed by adding 2mL of 2 M NaOH (Penrose and Glick 2003). The absorbance was
measured at 560nm.
For bacterial cell activity, 200 uL of each cell suspension were transferred to a 1.5 mL
microcentrifuge tube (in triplicate) and 2uL Ready-lyse lysozyme solution added. The contents
were vortexed and incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes. The suspensions were frozen at -80°C for
10 minutes and thawed rapidly under hot water three times. The suspensions were checked for
lysis and 30 uL of toluene was added to each sample. In addition, 20 uL of freshly made 0.1 M
D-cysteine in 0.1 M Tris-HCl pH 8.5 buffer was added to each sample. Tube contents were
briefly vortexed and incubated at 30°C for 1 hour.

After 1 hour, 1 mL 0.56 M HCl was added to each tube to stop reactions and each tube
was vortexed. Tubes are centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 5 minutes and the 1 mL supernatants of
each are transferred to 800 uL of 0.56 M HCl in a new tube. 300uL of 0.2%
dinitrophenylhydrazine in 2 M HCl (DNPH reagent) is added to each tube and mixed. Tubes are
allowed to react at 30°C for 30 min. The color of the phenylhydrazone is developed by adding 2
mL of 2 M NaOH (Penrose and Glick 2003). The absorbance is read at 560 nm and the amount
of pyruvate generated in reaction is calculated from an assay standard curve ranging from 0.1-1.0
umol pyruvate.

ACC-Deaminase Assay
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ACC-deaminase activity was measured by a modified ACC-deaminase activity assay
from Penrose and Glick (2003); Honma and Shimomura (1978); and Li et. al. (2011). The
activity of ACC-deaminase is determined by the measurement of the production of αketobutyrate when ACC is cleaved by the enzyme into α-ketobutyrate and ammonia. The amount
of α-ketobutyrate in micromoles produced is determined by comparing it with absorbances at
560 nm when the α-keto acid is reacted with 0.2% dinitrophenylhydrazine in 2 M HCl (DNPH
reagent). The methods are the same for the growth, the standard curve and assay as discussed in
the methods for the D-cysteine desulfhydrase biochemical assay, with the exception that protein
extracts are incubated with fresh 20 uL 0.5 M ACC in 0.1 Tris-HCl buffer pH 8.5, instead of 0.1
M D-cysteine, prior to the addition of 1mL 0.56 M HCl.

Protein Concentration Determination
A 100uL aliquot of protein extract was kept from each sample for determining protein
concentration of each sample using the microplate procedure from Pierce BCA Protein Assay
Kit. The amount of α-keto acid determined for each sample via the biochemical assay was
divided by the corresponding protein concentration in each sample to determine the amount of
overall enzymatic activity in units of umol α-keto acid/ug protein per strain.

ACC-Deaminase Growth Activity Assay
Sinorhizobia strains were streaked on TY plates. Strains were allowed to grow at 30°C
overnight and for another 3 days at 4°C. Five milliliters of liquid TY were inoculated with an
inoculation loopful of strains from TY agar plates and incubated overnight at 30°C and 100rpm
(Miller 2012).
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Once the cells reached an optical density of 0.6 or higher in TY, their optical densities
were used to approximate the number of microliters needed for a cell count of 1x108 (Miller
2012). The cell count measurement was transferred to a new tube and cells were washed in
0.85% NaCl to remove residual nitrogen transferred from the liquid TY culture. Cells were
transferred to 7.5mL SMM with nitrogen sources including 15mM NH4Cl and/or 0, 3, 5 or
10mM ACC. Samples were incubated for 7 days in a shaking incubator at 30°C (Miller 2012).
After a 7 day incubation, the OD of each sample was determined at 600 nm, and in order to
determine the bacterial growth over 7 days, the OD taken on day 0 subtracted from the OD at
day 7. Methods were repeated for 3 trials (Miller 2012).
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Results

ACC Deaminase Activity Assay Standard Curve
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Figure 8 is a graph of 3 trials of an α-ketobutyrate vs A560nm standard curve based on the protocol described in
Penrose and Glick 2005. This curve did not have 1800uL of 0.56M HCl as described in the methods section above.

D-Cysteine Desulfhydrase Assay Standard Curve
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Figure 9 is a graph of 3 trials of a pyruvate vs A560nm standard curve based on the protocol described in Penrose and
Glick 2005. This curve did not have 1800uL of 0.56M HCl as described in the methods section above.
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D-Cysteine Desulfhydrase Activity Assay Standard Curve
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Figure 10 is the standard curve used to calculate the amount of pyruvate produced in enzymatic reaction for each
strain in Figure E. This curve has 1800ul 0.56M HCl added to account for the dilution in the protein extracts.

ACC-Deaminase Activity Assay Standard Curve
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Figure 11 is the standard curve used to calculate the amount of α-ketobutyrate produced in enzymatic reaction for
each strain in Figure F. This curve has 1800ul 0.56M HCl added to account for the dilution in the protein extracts.
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Specific Activity for D-cysteine Desulfhydrase
umol pyruvate/ug protein/hr
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Figure 12 shows results from the D-cysteine desulfhydrase activity assay from 3 trials and 2 BCA protein
determinations. Results approaching zero indicate that a strain is most likely negative for D-cysteine desulfhydrase
activity.
ΔyedO* is an E.coli D-cysteine desulfhydrase negative mutant.
E.coli BW25113 is a parent strain to the ΔyedO.

umol α-ketobutyrate/ug protein/hr

Specfic Activity of ACC-Deaminase in Sinorhizobia Species
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Figure 13 shows results from 3 trials of biochemical assay and two BCA trials. Negative results or results
approaching zero indicate that a strain is negative for ACC-deaminase activity.
(*) Next to trials not exposed to ACC-prior to biochemical assay.
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ACC-Deaminase Growth Assay in SMM
Percent Increase in Optical Density
(Data from 3 Trials)
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Figure 14 shows results from 3 trials, with standard error, of ACC-deaminase growth assay. SMM had nitrogen
sources including: NH4Cl or 3mM ACC. Note the large standard error for each sample, most likely attributable to
residual nitrogen from TY media. Bacteria was transferred to SMM media in TY, after taking OD at 600nm with no
wash in 0.85% NaCl.
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Figure 15 shows results from 3 trials of growing strains of Sinorhizobia in SMM with no nitrogen source, or
nitrogen sources of NH4Cl or 3-10mM ACC. Bacteria were washed in 0.85%NaCl prior to transfer into SMM media
from TY.
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α-Keto acid and 2,4-DNPH Standard Curve in 96-Well Microplate

Figure 16 shows trials of a 2,4-DNPH assay standard curve aliqouted for measuring in absorbance in a microplate
reader at 540nm.

α-Ketobutyrate and Degraded 2,4-DNPH Standard Curve

Figure 17 is a standard curve as a result of degraded 2,4-DNPH in 2M HCl. The solution was not fresh and resulted
in the appearance of a backward standard curve. From left to right the concentrations or α-ketobutyrate were 0.1,
0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0umol. The highest concentrations of α-ketobutyrate are yellow in color.

α-Keto acid and 2,4-DNPH Standard Curve With Supplemental PLP

Figure 18 is an image of the results of adding PLP to a 2,4-DNPH colorimetric assay. PLP forms a hydrazone with
2,4-DNPH and solutions turn a deep red brown upon addition of NaOH.
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Discussion
Standard Curves for Detecting α-Keto Acids
Penrose and Glick (2003 ) discussed methods to test for ACC-deaminase activity by
measuring the production of α-ketobutyrate using 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine (2,4-DNPH). This
method continued to work for the estimation of other α-keto acids, including α-ketobutyrate,
especially in the 0.1-1.0 umol range (Long 1942). Lu (1939) also applied 2,4dinitrophenylhydrazine to blood filtrates to determine the concentration of pyruvic acid by
measuring the intensity of a red-brown color that developed when pyruvic acid 2,4dinitrophenylhydrazone formed and was treated with excess NaOH (Long 1942). This assay was
also used to detect D-cysteine desulfhydrase activity by measuring the production of pyruvate in
enzymatic reaction. Initial standard curves, shown in Figures 8 and 9, were developed using the
protocol as described in Penrose and Glick (2003), with the exception that the absorbance was
read at 560nm rather than 540nm. Similarly, when making the standard curves shown in Figures
8 and 9, 2,4-DNPH appeared yellow when dissolved in solution and when it reacted with an αketo acid, a yellow hydrazone precipitate formed at the bottom of the test tubes. After 30 minutes
of incubation, the addition of 2 mL of 2 M NaOH developed the hydrazone into a red, brown
clear solution. The color increased from light yellow to a deep red brown as concentrations of the
α-keto acid increased from 0-1.0umol in concentration. This color change is shown in Figure 16.
Adjustments to each of the curves, shown in Figures 10 and 11, include the addition of
1800uL of 0.56M HCl, not included in the methods for constructing a standard curve in Penrose
and Glick 2003. The author discusses stopping the enzymatic reaction, the breakdown of ACC,
with 0.56 M HCl and leaves the additional HCl in the final volume with the addition of 2,4DNPH and 2 N NaOH. Upon constructing the curve, it was observed that the 0.56 M HCl
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volume diluted the α-keto acid in solution and therefore changed the absorbance value in
solution. When calculating α-keto amounts from absorbance using the standard curves in Fig. A
and B, resulting values were as close to zero or negative for α-keto acid concentrations. This
dilution and calculation was corrected for with the addition of 1800 uL of 0.56 M HCl to each
sample for the development of standard curves in Fig. 10 and 11.

Trouble Shooting
When constructing a standard curve, it is essential that both solutions of the 0.2% 2,4DNPH in 2 M HCl and 10 mM α-keto acid in 0.1 M Tris-HCl pH 8.5 buffer are made fresh. The
α-keto acids, in solid form and solution should also be stored at 4°C. If solutions are not made
fresh or reactants degrade, the curve may look inversed, as shown in Figure 17. The brown color
in samples of higher concentration of α-keto acid may fade to appear yellow in color. Long
(1942) discusses that it is important that the 0.2% solution of 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazne
hydrochloride in 2 N HCl be made fresh and remain clear for accurate results. The α-keto acids
also need ample time to react with the 0.2% DNPH in 2 M HCl. Long (1942) recommends 15
minute incubation, and samples in Penrose and Glick 2003 were incubated for 30 min.
A sufficient quantity of alkali is necessary for color development (Long 1942). It was
found that 3 mL of 2 N NaOH allowed for solution color to stabilize over 90 min. Penrose and
Glick (2003) used 2 mL of 2 N NaOH and measured absorbances immediately after addition the
alkali.
It is also noticeable that the color intensities will be different when measuring the
absorbance of different α-keto acids. In Figures 8, 9, 10 and 11, the pyruvate standard curve
showed a greater range of color intensities. Long (1942) also observed that pyruvic acid has the
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greatest color intensity of absorption of any tested α-keto acid, and that α-ketobutyrate absorbed
have the absorbance intensity of pyruvate.

Colorimetric Activity Assays
D-Cysteine Desulfhydrase Activity Assay
Results of the D-Cysteine desulfhydrase assay are shown in Figure E. In D-cysteine
desulfhydrase assay, an E.coli mutant negative for E.coli gene encoding for D-cysteine
desulfhydrase, yedO, was used as a negative control (Soutourina et. al. 2001). A parent strain for
this mutant, E.coli BW25113, was used as a positive control possessing D-cysteine
desulfhydrase activity. In Figure 12, E.coli BW25113 had a noticeably higher amount of
pyruvate than other strains. All of the AcdS3 Sinorhizobia strains have amounts of pyruvate
comparable to the negative control, E.coli ΔyedO. This implies that stains with the AcdS3
homolog are likely negative for D-cysteine desulfhydrase activity.

ACC-Deaminase Activity Assay
It was expected that strains M1, M2, WSM419, USDA1002 and USDA4893 would have
the highest values for α-ketobutyrate production in the ACC-Deaminase assay, since each of
these strains possess a copy of AcdS1, the 90-100% identity homolog to functional ACCdeaminase from R. leguminosarum. Strains M1, M2 and WSM419 also have the AcdS3
homolog, and it would be likely that activity from AcdS1 in these strains might mask AcdS3
enzymatic activity from measurement in this assay. It was hypothesized that USDA4894 would
have some ACC-deamianse activity but less than AcdS1 and greater than AcdS3, since it has
AcdS2 homolog with about 70% identity to ACC-deaminase from R. leguminosarum.
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Interestingly, results in Figure 13 show that these strains had increased α-ketobutyrate production
with the exception of strain WSM419. Strains WSM419, M22, and M161 are being tested again
for ACC-deaminase activity due to a low yield of protein detected by BCA reaction in these
results. A low amount of enzyme in trial samples could have skewed the assay results. A low
yield of enzyme from cells may be attributed to difficulties lysing cells.
Strains with only the AcdS2 and AcdS3 homologs including USDA4894, M22, M58,
M161, A321, and KH46C, had low amounts of α-ketobutyrate production and appeared yellow
in color after the addition of NaOH. The disappearance of any brown color for solution is an
indicator that a strain is negative for ACC-deaminase activity (S. Rashid and B. M. MartinezVaz, personal communication, 18 July 2011). If strains have activity, samples will have brown
color solution after the addition of NaOH.

Induction of ACC-Deaminase and D-cysteine Desulfhydrase
With negative results from both assays for the AcdS3 homologues, the question was
posed whether ACC-deaminase and D-cysteine desulfhydrase need to be induced prior to the
assay. Figure 12 shows that E.coli D-cysteine desulfhydrase was positive for activity and did not
require induction. The overall purpose in function of D-cysteine desulfhydrase in E.coli and S.
typhimurium is not entirely known. Since the purpose it not known, it is possible that enzymes
may vary in function and purpose slightly between species and one species may require enzyme
induction.
Jacobson et al. (1994) states that there are low levels of ACC-deaminase in the cytoplasm
of bacteria until it is induced with ACC. Ma et al. (2003b) tested the optimal induction time and
concentration of ACC-deaminase by ACC in M9 minimal medium in R. leguminosarum bv.
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viciae 128C53K. The bacteria were grown from 0-98 hrs in 0-1 mM ACC in M9 after transfer
from TY, plated, and colony forming units (CFUs) counted. The optimal time for enzymatic
activity was determined to be about 40 hours exposure to ACC, and leveled off after 50 uM ACC
and increased again at 10mM ACC (Ma et al. 2003b). Ma et al. 2003a also induced ACCdeaminase for 4 hours in 5 mM ACC in M9 medium prior to determining enzymatic activity by
biochemical assay with 2,4-DNPH.
The starred (*) trials in Figure 13 were not exposed to ACC for induction prior to the
ACC deaminase assay. USDA4893* had significantly lower activity suggesting that AcdS1
requires induction. On the other hand, strains M161* and WSM419* appeared to have a greater
amount of activity. This warrants further trials to test for ACC deaminase activity of AcdS3
without ACC for induction. Strains M161* and WSM419* also had a greater protein
concentration in BCA assay. This could have affected overall assay results, since they are both
still very low for α-ketobutyrate in comparison with positive control, USDA1002.
High activity in the positive control may be influenced by an increased number of ACCdeaminases, since USDA1002 has 2 copies of ACC-deaminase (Martinez-Vaz, B personal
communication, 1 February 2013). Activity may also be influenced by the state of the bacteria in
culture. Sinorhizobia are tested in their free-living forms. They express ACC-deaminase during
nodulation processes and perhaps, they only express ACC-deaminase in a symbiotic state.
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Assay Limitations
Although the 2,4-DNPH assay is applicable to testing for both ACC-deaminase and Dcysteine desulfhydrase activity, it is not specific for detecting either α-ketobutyrate or pyruvate
specifically. It may also detect other α-keto acids in protein extract resulting from other cellular
metabolic reactions. An improvement to future assays would be to test two conditions per trial,
one condition would have an enzymatic reaction with ACC or D-cysteine and in the other
conditions, ACC or D-cysteine would be left out of reaction. Any background α-keto acids
detected in the assay may then be subtracted from the overall α-keto acid total and the difference
would be the amount of α-keto acid produced by either ACC-deaminase or D-cysteine
desulfhydrase in reaction.
Another limitation to ACC-deaminase assay is in testing the enzymatic activity of
Sinorhizobia strains with both genes for AcdS1 and Acd3 homologues. When being tested, the
activity of AcdS1 could mask the possible activity of AcdS3 in the assay results. One way to
overcome this problem would be to clone AcdS3 into an overexpression vector and possibly
ACC-deaminase and D- cysteine desulfhydrase negative strain of E.coli. This would allow
testing of AcdS3 alone, and increased amount of protein from both overexpression and easier
lysis. Sinorhizobia are more resistant to lysis than E.coli due to thicker cell walls. Penrose and
Glick (2003) used toluene to help create protein extract for testing, but due to difficulty in lysing
Sinorhizobia, lysis was aided by adding ReadyLyse lysosome solution and freezing and thawing
extracts three times prior to reacting the extracts with substrate.
Lastly, another limitation to these assays was the inability to utilize the cofactor PLP.
Although the positive controls showed functionality in the biochemical assays, both ACCdeaminase and D-cysteine desulfhydrase are PLP-dependent enzymes and adding PLP could
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have helped with improving enzymatic activity. It has been found that PLP can derivatize with
2,4-DNPH to form a stable PLP-DNP hydrazone (Mahsalidis et. al. 2011; Wada and Snell 1961).
In Figure 18, PLP reacted with 2,4-DNPH to form a hydrazone, and when NaOH was added all
of the samples being tested produced a similar dark red brown color in each sample. This creates
a background problem when taking absorbance measurements for the assay.

ACC-Deaminase Growth Assay
A growth assay is another method of testing whether a particular bacterial strain might
have ACC-deaminase activity. Since ACC-deaminase breaks ACC into α-ketobutyrate, a
potential carbon source, and ammonia, a utilizable nitrogen source, bacteria with ACCdeaminase could possibly survive on ACC as a sole nitrogen source in media.
Zafar-ul-Hye et al. (2007) isolated twenty-seven rhizobacterial colonies from nodules in
lentil plants using an ACC metabolism assay. The assay examined the ability of the bacterial
strains to utilize ACC as a sole nitrogen source (Zafar-ul-Hye et al. 2007). The rate of
rhizobacterial growth was compared on minimal salt medium with ACC and ammonium sulfate
as nitrogen sources, and magnesium sulfate, a mineral source (Zafar-ul-Hye et al. 2007). Bacteria
had growth rates ranging from OD at 550 nm of 0.4-0.8, and those that had a greater growth rate
appeared to be more effective at promoting lentil seed growth (Zafar-ul-Hye et al. 2007).
Figures 14 and 15 show results from 3 trials of a similar growth assay. Figure 14 shows
results from 3 trials, with standard error of an ACC-deaminase growth assay. SMM medium
contained NH4Cl nitrogen source or 3mM ACC. Figure 15 shows results and standard deviations
from 3 trials of growing strains of Sinorhizobia in SMM with no nitrogen source, or nitrogen
sources of NH4Cl or 3-10mM ACC.
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Predictions were that bacteria with ACC-deaminase would be able to survive on the
minimal media with ACC and grow better in SMM minimal media with NH4Cl, an already
utilizable nitrogen source. The AcdS homologues with greater identity to the ACC-deaminase
from R. leguminosarum would thrive more in the ACC minimal media. In Figure 14, strains
grew well in SMM with NH4Cl and seemed to grow almost as well or better in SMM with ACC.
USDA4894, which has AcdS2, and WSM419, which has AcdS1 and AcdS3, had the greatest
increases in optical density. There were large standard errors for each sample, most likely
attributable to residual nitrogen from TY media. Bacteria was transferred to SMM media in TY
after taking OD at 600nm with no wash in 0.85% NaCl. On the other hand, in Figure 15, bacteria
were washed in 0.85%NaCl prior to transfer into SMM media from TY. There was very little or
no growth in SMM with no nitrogen or ACC of any of the concentrations. In fact, added bacteria
were found to be lysed in solution a few days after inoculation in SMM with ACC. It is possible
that ACC-deaminase activity is too low in a free-living state to support growth.
When bacteria are grown in this assay, they are tested in a free-living state. Sinorhizobia
change conformation to a bacteriod state and express a different set of gene when forming
nodules in a plant. It could be possible that AcdS3 homolog is not expressed in a free-living state
and so there would not be any activity detected in assays in that state. ACC-deaminase genes
were found by PCR in species of Mesorhizobium in Nascimento et al. 2012, but ACC-deaminase
activity could not be detected in any Mesorhizobium species under free-living conditions.
Additionally, Uchiumi et al. 2004 found that ACC-deaminase was only produced in a bacteriod
state. They also found that knocking out the gene, designated mlr5932, decreased the ability of
the knock-out mutant to effectively nodulate L. japonicus MG20 (Uchiumi et al. 2004).
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Chapter 3 PCR and Cloning of AcdS3 Homolog
Introduction
The BLAST search in Table 1 in Chapter 1 revealed 11 strains of Sinorhizobium that had
sequences with 90-100% identity to ACC-deaminase from R. leguminosarum v. viceae, 1 strain
with 73% identity, and eight strains with about 30% identity. The eight homologues with
approximately 30% identity were designated AcdS3. Cory Miller performed PCR to confirm the
presence of the sequences of 90-100% identity to ACC-deaminase from R. leguminosarum v.
viceae (Miller 2012). In this chapter, one of the goals of conducting PCR is to confirm the
presence of AcdS3 sequences in strains of Sinorhizobium from the BLAST search.
The second goal for PCR was to amplify AcdS3 sequences for cloning into an
overexpression and transferring into Escherichia coli. WSM419, M1 and M2 possess copies of
AcdS1 and AcdS3 sequences, and it is possible that ACC-deaminase activity during enzymatic
activity assays for AcdS3 might be masked by AcdS1 activity. Cloning of AcdS3 into an
overexpression vector and other bacterial model, such as E.coli, would allow for segregation of
expression from AcdS1, increased expression, and easier lysing to obtain protein for extracts.
One of the difficulties of the biochemical assays in chapter 2 was creating protein extracts.
Sinorhizobia are thick, difficult to lyse, and required extra steps for successful lysis. It is also
possible that low expression limits detection of enzymatic activity by biochemical assay, so
greater amounts of protein are required. Lastly, cloning would allow for individual testing of the
AcdS3 homolog without risk of AcdS1 masking any possible enzymatic activity. This chapter
discusses primer design, PCR, gel electrophoresis, and an attempt to clone AcdS3 into competent
cells.
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Methods	
  
Primer Design
Primers were designed to amplify both the coding region and upstream and downstream
sequence of the D-cysteine desulfhydrase labeled homolog, designated AcdS3. The primers were
designed using the genome of strain WSM419 as a reference sequence. Upstream primers picked
up 223 base pairs ahead and 50 base pairs beyond the coding region. Primers were generated
using Primer3 program.
Upstream primers
Forward primer: 5’ ATGGGTGAGCTTATCACGTTG 3’
Reverse primer: 5’ CCTCTTTGCCTGTTTTTGGA 3’
Coding region primers
Forward primer: 5’ACATTTGACGGGGGACGAT 3’
Reverse primer: 5’ TTTTTGGATCAGGTCAGAACTAC 3’
Primers were also generated to amplify the AcdS3 coding region for ligation into a pBAD vector.
Insertion into the vector occurred after digestion with BamHI and XbaI restriction enzymes, and
restrictions sites for BamHI and XbaI were added to forward and reverse primers for the AcdS3
coding region.
pBAD insertion primers
BamHI site for forward primer 5’ CGGGATCCCG-ACATTTGACGGGGGACGAT 3’
XbaI site for the reverse primer 5’ GCTCTAGAGC-TTTTTGGATCAGGTCAGAACTAC 3’
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DNA Purification
An inoculation loopful of each of Sinorhizobia strain to be tested was obtained from plate
culture and added to 5 mL LB/TY broth and placed in shaking incubator at 30°C. Cultures were
incubated overnight optical density taken at 600 nm. If overnight cultures grew and obtained
optical densities ranging from 0.6 and 0.8, 1 mL of each overnight culture was centrifuged at
14,000 rpm for 2 minutes and supernatant discarded. On the other hand, it the optical density was
above 0.8, only 0.5mL was centrifuged. The Wizard Genomic DNA purification kit was used to
purify DNA from strains of Sinorhizobia following the manufacturer’s protocol for gram
negative bacteria. After rehydration, the DNA concentration was measured using a NanoDrop
spectrophotometer.

PCR of AcdS3 homolog sequences
Polymerase chain reaction was used to confirm the presense of AcdS3 in BLAST search
identified strains and amplify AcdS3 sequences for attempts at insertion into cloning vectors.
PCR was used to amplify AcdS3 sequences of extracted DNA from Sinorhizobial strains using
the aforementioned coding region and upstream primers. PCR program: 5 min at 94°C, (1 min at
94°C, 45 sec at 55°C, 1 min 30 sec at 72°C) X35 cycles, 10 min at 72°C, and held at 4°C until
PCR products were retrieved from Thermocycler. Negative controls included PCR amplification
with primers using ddH2O in the absence of a DNA template. Extracted DNA from Sinorhizobial
strains WSM419 and A321 were used to test the effectiveness of the generated primers. PCR
products were separated on a 1% agarose gel with ethidium bromide, Promega Co. Blue/Orange
Loading Dye and Bionexus All Purpose HI-LOTM DNA Marker and visualized under UV light.
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Attempt at Insertion of AcdS3 PCR product into pGEM®-T Easy Vector
PCR purification
After confirmation of PCR amplification of AcdS3 coding region sequence by gel
electrophoresis, WSM419 AcdS3 PCR product was purified used the Promega Co. Wizard PCR
Preps DNA Purification Kit according to their protocol. WSM419 PCR product was used since it
had the greatest band intensity during gel electrophoresis.

Insert Ligation into Vector
Ligation reactions used WSM419 AcdS3 PCR product, Promega Co. 2X Rapid Ligation
buffer, T4 DNA Ligase and and pGEM®-T Easy Vector. The amount of insert DNA needed was
calculated using the biomath calculator at www.promega.com/biomath. 64.5 ng DNA insert was
added to ligation reactions for a 1:3 vector to ratio insert and the reactions were incubated as
described the ligation protocol by Promega Co. Both positive control insert DNA and a
background control with no DNA insert were also prepared. Ligation reactions were left
overnight to incubate at 4°C.

Transformation
Bacterial transformation methods followed the protocol by Promega Co. JM109 High
Efficiency Competent Cells were thawed and added to briefly centrifuged ligation reactions and
allowed to incubate on ice for 20 minutes. A control tube was also prepared with 0.1ng of uncut
plasmid. All reactions were heat-shocked briefly in a 42˚C water bath and then returned to ice
incubation for another 2 minutes. Next, SOC medium was added to each reactions, and each
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reaction transferred to a 37˚C shaking incubator at 150 rpm for 1 hr. Each reaction was then
plated on LB/ampicillin/IPTG/X-gal plates (LB and Ampicillin plates spread with 100 uL 0.1 M
IPTG and 2 0uL X-Gal) and incubated overnight at 37˚C.

Screening and Analysis of Plasmid Inserts
The number of blue and/or white colonies was counted on each plate. White colonies the
DNA insert and blue colonies did not. Methods were halted here due to old LB+Amp plates and
lack of effective insert ligation to vector. LB + Amp plates remained from Spring 2012 classes
and may have been up to a few months old. It is possible that the Ampicillin degraded during this
time and was not longer effective at stopping non-resistant bacterial growth on the plates. There
may have not been enough DNA to vector for successful ligation or a lack of a successful
reactions. Plate results are shown in Figure 24 and 25.
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Results
WSM419 and A321 upstream and coding region PCR Products’ Gel Electrophoresis

	
  
Figure 19 shows gel electrophoresis with bands in lanes that contain WSM419 and A321 DNA
amplified with AcdS3 coding region primers at about 1000 bp. There was no observable
sequence amplification with AcdS3 upstream primers.
Lanes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Contents
None
None
All Purpose DNA Marker
WSM419 DNA with upstream
primers
WSM419 DNA with coding region
primers
A312 DNA with upstream primers
A321 DNA with coding region
primers
No DNA with upstream primers
No DNA with coding region primers
All Purpose DNA Marker

Results
No bands
No bands
Bands of 10000, 8000, 6000 4000,
3000, 2000, 1550, 1400, and 1000
base pairs.
No band
Band observed at approximately
1000 bp
No band
Band observed at approximately
1000 bp
No band
No band
Bands of 10000, 8000, 6000 4000,
3000, 2000, 1550, 1400, and 1000
base pairs.
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M1, M2, M161 and M2 PCR Products’ Gel Electrophoresis

	
  
Figure 20 shows gel electrophoresis with a band in the lane that contains M1 DNA amplified
with AcdS3 coding region primers at about 1000bp. A faint band is shown in the lane with M2
and AcdS3 primers at approximately 600bp. There was no observable sequence amplification in
lanes with M161 and M22 DNA with AcdS3 coding region primers on this gel.
	
  
Lanes	
  
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Contents	
  
All Purpose DNA Marker
M1 DNA with Acds3 coding region
primers
M2 DNA with Acds3 coding region
primers
M161 DNA with Acds3 coding
region primers
M22 DNA with Acds3 coding
region primers
No DNA with Acds3 coding region
primers
None
All Purpose DNA Marker

Results	
  
Bands of 10000, 8000, 6000 4000,
3000, 2000, 1550, 1400, 1000, 750,
500, 400, and 300 base pairs.
Band observed at approximately
1000 bp
Faint band observed at
approximately 600 bp
No band
No band
No band
No band
Bands of 10000, 8000, 6000 4000,
3000, 2000, 1550, 1400, 1000, 750,
500, 400, and 300 base pairs.
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M1, M2, M161 and M22 AcdS3 PCR Product Gel Electrophoresis
	
  

	
  
Figure 21 shows gel electrophoresis with bands in lanes that contain M2 and M22 DNA
amplified with AcdS3 coding region primers at about 1000bp. There was no observable sequence
amplification in lanes with M1 and M161 DNA with AcdS3 coding region primers on this gel.
	
  
Lanes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Contents
None
All Purpose DNA Marker
M1 DNA with Acds3 coding region
primers
M2 DNA with Acds3 coding region
primers
M161 DNA with Acds3 coding
region primers
M22 DNA with Acds3 coding
region primers
No DNA with Acds3 coding region
primers

Results
No bands
Bands of 10000, 8000, 6000 4000,
3000, 2000, 1550, 1400, 1000, 750,
500, 400, 300 and 200 base pairs.
No band
Band observed at approximately
1000 bp
No band
Band observed at approximately
1000 bp
No band
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KH46c, M161 and M58 AcdS3 PCR Product Gel Electrophoresis

	
  
Figure 22 shows gel electrophoresis with a single faint band in a lane of PCR of M58 DNA
with AcdS3 coding region primers. There was no other successful sequence amplification
observed on this gel.
Lanes	
  

Contents	
  

1

All Purpose DNA Marker

2

KH46c DNA with Acds3 coding
region primers
KH46c DNA with Acds3 coding
region primers
M161 DNA with Acds3 coding
region primers
M161 DNA with Acds3 coding
region primers
M58 DNA with Acds3 coding
region primers
M58 DNA with Acds3 coding
region primers
No DNA with Acds3 coding region
primers

3
4
5
6
7
8

Results	
  
Bands of 10000, 8000, 6000 4000,
3000, 2000, 1550, 1400, 1000, 750,
500, 400, 300 and 200 base pairs.
No band
No band
No band
No band
No band
Faint band observed at
approximately 1000 bp
No band
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WSM419 and A321 AcdS3 pBAD PCR Product Gel Electrophoresis

	
  
Figure 23 shows gel electrophoresis of WSM419 and A321 DNA PCR amplification with
AcdS3 coding region and upstream primers with pBAD restriction sites. The gel shows bands of
amplification with the pBAD coding region primers with both WSM419 and A321 DNA. The
lanes with upstream primers and all other lanes do not exhibit this bands.
Lanes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10

	
  

Contents
None
None
All Purpose DNA Marker
WSM419 DNA with upstream
primers with pBAD vector insertion
tags
WSM419 DNA with coding region
primers with pBAD vector insertion
tags
A321 DNA with upstream primers
with pBAD vector insertion tags
A321 DNA with coding region
primers with pBADvector insertion
tags
No DNA with upstream primers
with pBAD vector insertion tags
No DNA with coding region with
pBAD vector insertion tags primers
All Purpose DNA Marker

Results
No bands
No bands
Bands of 10000, 8000, 6000 4000,
3000, 2000, 1550, 1400, 1000 and
750 base pairs.
No band
Band observed at approximately
1000 bp
No band
Band observed at approximately
1000 bp
No band
No band
Bands of 10000, 8000, 6000 4000,
3000, 2000, 1550, 1400, 1000 and
750 base pairs.
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Figure 24 shows LB+Amp+IPTG+X-Gal plates after inoculation and incubation with
transformation reactions. Plates A, C, D and E consist of the background control, positive
control, WSM419 AcdS3 coding region ligation, and A321 Acds3 coding region ligation
transformants. All of these plates contained white colonies.

Figure 25 shows LB+Amp+IPTG+X-Gal plates after transfer of colonies from the WSM419
AcdS3 coding region ligation, A321 Acds3 coding region ligation, and uncut transformant
plates. In both 7a and 7b, uncut sections of the plates show numerous blue colonies that spread
into other sections of the plate. Other sections of the plates did not have any colonies.
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Discussion
The goals of designing primers and PCR reactions is to confirm the presence of AcdS3
homologs in the Sinorhizobia strains found during the BLAST search and to clone AcdS3 into
vector to facilitate activity assays and genetic manipulation. Table 1 shows the presence of
multiple ACC-deaminase homologs in different Sinorhizobial strains such as WSM419, M1, and
M2. The presence of multiple AcdS sequences limits the ability to test particular homologues for
enzymatic functionality, when there is potential to detect another’s activity. Successfully
amplifying, cloning and transforming AcdS3 into another model would not only allow for
individual testing for enzymatic activity, but also allow for easier protein extraction for
biochemical tests for enzymatic activity.

PCR Primers
Figure 19 shows that there is successful PCR amplification of AcdS3 coding regions
from WSM419 and A321 templates using the designed coding region primers. The coding region
is 1031 base pairs long, and the bands line up with DNA marker at about 1000bp. The coding
region of AcdS3 was also successfully amplified with both DNA templates in Figure 23 using
the coding region primers with the pBAD restriction sites added.
However, PCR amplifications were unsuccessful with either of the upstream sets of
primers in Figures 19 and 23 with WSM419 and A321 DNA templates. It is unlikely that the
primers adhered to another location in either genome, since there is an absence of any bands in
these lanes. The coding region primers and upstream primers could possibly function at slightly
different temperatures and this could perhaps have affected the PCR amplification. There could
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have also been a problem with the primer annealing to the DNA, and this would not likely be due
mutation since the primer was designed from the AcdS3 sequence of the WSM419 strain.
Overall, future directions involve generating new upstream primers to test against AcdS3
DNA sequences, since there could be a promoter ahead of the sequence that is important to its
expression. Successful PCR amplification with coding region primers also warrants further
experimentation to clone AcdS3 into a vector with a strong promoter and different bacterial
model for testing enzymatic activity.

Amplification of AcdS3 homolog sequences
Amplification of AcdS3 sequences in Figure 19 confirm the presence of sequences in
WSM419 and A321 strains. PCR in Figure 20 showed bands for both M1, at about 1000bp, and
M2, faintly at about 600bp, during gel electrophoresis. This gel confirmed the presence of an
AcdS3 sequence in M1. M2 DNA underwent PCR again, shown in Figure 21. The presence of
AcdS3 sequences was confirmed with bands at approximately 1000bp for M2 and M22 DNA.
Figure 22 also showed a slight band at about 1000bp for the M58 strain. Ultimately, PCR
amplification confirmed the presence of AcdS3 sequences in 6 of 8 BLAST identified strains to
have AcdS3 sequences; WSM 419, A321, M1, M2, M22 and M58 AcdS3 sequences were
successfully amplified, and KH46c and M161 were not.
The AcdS3 homolog sequences vary between strains and it is possible that that there were
mutations at the primer sites that prevented the primers from adhering to the DNA template
sequences. It is also possible that a greater concentration of DNA is necessary to achieve PCR
amplification to get a detectable band. Future experimentation could involve generating new
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primers for the KH46c and M161 Acds3 sequences and/or testing more DNA extracts of greater
concentration.

Attempt at Insertion of AcdS3 PCR product into pGEM®-T Easy Vector
Figure 24 shows white colonies, that would contain a DNA insert for all transformation
reaction plates except the uncut plasmid plate which had both blue and white colonies. Both
color colonies should contain plasmids, but the insert plasmid colonies are white. The insert
interrupts the beta-galactosidase of the plasmid to cleave X-Gal and reveal the blue color in the
colony. The white colonies on the uncut plasmid plate could be due to improper administration
and spreading of the LB+Amp plates with IPTG and X-Gal. Without X-Gal, colonies would not
be able to break it down and produce a blue color. The background control should not have had
any colonies, because the competent cells were not treated with the pGEM®-T Easy plasmid
which also contains a sequence for ampicillin resistance. This suggests the ampicillin was no
longer effective in these plates, and this is possible since the plates were old at the time of use.

Since the uncut plasmid transformants’ plates contained both blue and white colonies,
colonies from the different transformant plates were spread onto sections of fresh
LB+Amp+IPTG+X-Gal plates to see whether the ampicillin was degraded. The absence of
colonies in all plate sections in Figure 25, excluding the uncut plasmid section, indicates that the
amplicillin in the previous plates was no longer effective and the plates were old. The lack of any
white colonies also suggests that the ligation reactions were unsuccessful. Further trials of
transformation with fresh media plates and are necessary. It may be also beneficial to examine
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other cloning vectors and reagents such as using the pBAD vector and Qiagen kits and to reexamine the ratio to insert to vector prior to ligation.
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Thesis Summary
The enzyme ACC-deaminase plays an important role in aiding regulation of plant
ethylene levels by breaking down its precursor ACC into α-ketobutyrate and ammonia during
nodulation processes. It has been shown to help increase nodulation and plant growth. The goal
of this project was to investigate the presence of ACC-deaminase homologous sequences in
Sinorhizobium and explore enzymatic functionality via bioinformatics, enzymatic activity assays,
and PCR.
Bioinformatic Analyses
A BLAST search of 48 strains of Sinorhizobium revealed 11 homologous sequences of
90-100% identity, designated AcdS1, to ACC-deaminase from R. leguminosarum v. viceae, the
search query. It also revealed 1 sequence of about 73% identity, designated AcdS2, and 8
sequences with approximately 30% identity, designated AcdS3, to the query sequence. During
the search, the AcdS3 sequence from Sinorhizobium strain WSM419 was labeled as a D-cysteine
desulfhydrase. This brought about the question of whether the AcdS3 homolog might have ACCdeaminase activity, D-cysteine desulfhydrase activity, both or neither.
Both ACC-deaminase and D-cysteine desulfhyrase are Pyridoxal 5’-phosphate (PLP)
dependent enzymes and part of the tryptophan-synthase (TRPSβ) family. They utilize PLP as a
cofactor to help catalyze reactions with amino acid substrates. D-cysteine desulfhyrase, like
ACC-deaminase, breaks down the amino acid substrate, D-cysteine, into ammonia, pyruvate and
hydrogen sulfide. Protein alignments showed that AcdS3 had approximately 30% identity to
ACC-deaminase from R. leguminosarum v.viceae and about 38% identity to D-cystiene
desulfhydrase from E.coli. References that investigated ACC-deaminase homologues’
functionalities in other species suggested that the determinant residues were located around the
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PLP binding site. Protein alignments showed conservation among most amino acid residues
around the PLP active site except for Glu296 and Leu323 (in H. saturnus ACC-deaminase
numbering).
Thibodeaux and Lui 2011 showed roles of different catalytic residues in the binding of
ACC to PLP in a proposed mechanism for Pseudomonas sp. ACP ACC-deaminase. The majority
of these residues were conserved among protein sequences in alignment including Lys 51, Tyr
294, Tyr 268 and Ser78 (in Pseudomonas sp. ACP ACC-deaminase (PsAcdS) numbering). Glu
295 (in PsAcdS) forms a hydrogen bond the with pyridine nitrogen of PLP and helps to facilitate
the delocalization of the electrons of the cyclopropane ring of ACC by acting at a site to spread
charge when PLP acts as an electron sink (Thibodeaux and Lui 2011). Without this hydrogen
bond, the site of nucleophilic attack by Tyr294 to initiate the ring cleavage might not be as
electrophilic as necessary (Thibodeaux and Lui 2011).
Protein alignment and 3-D PLP active site overlay comparisons showed the AcdS3 has a
glycine at the residue site at the site of Glu295 in PsAcdS and that it cannot form a hydrogen
bond with the pyridine nitrogen of PLP. This suggests a possible lack of any PLP-dependent
enzymatic activity of the AcdS3 homolog. It is possible that there is another amino acid site
forming a hydrogen bond with the pyridine nitrogen of PLP that could not be seen during the
model comparison. To see this amino acid it would be necessary to create a structural model of
the AcdS3 homolog.

Biochemical and Growth Assays
Biochemical assays investigated possible ACC-deaminase and D-cysteine activity of the
AcdS3 homolog. The biochemical assay used 2,4-DNPH to and NaOH to measure the
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production of α-keto acid products of ACC-deaminase and D-cysteine desulfhydrase. The
amount of α- keto acid produced in reactions and higher absorbance corresponds to greater
enzymatic activity. Positive controls, USDA4893 and E.coli BW25113 showed positive ACCdeaminase and D-cysteine desulfhydrase activity respectively. USDA1002 was also a positive
control for ACC-deaminase activity and demonstrated almost twice as much activity as
USDA4893. This might be attributed to the fact that USDA has two copies of ACC-deaminase.
Strains that had homologues AcdS2 and AcdS3 showed little to no enzymatic activity in both
biochemical assays. This supports a possible lack of functionality due to lack of hydrogenbonding at the pyridine nitrogen of PLP. It is also possible that low activity is due to a low
amount of protein. A low amount of AcdS2 or AcdS3 could be due to problems lysing
Sinorhizobia and obtaining a low yield of protein, or it could be due to lack of expression of the
homologues in a free-living state. Growth assays also support a possible lack of functionality or
lack of homolog expression in a free-living state.
Growth assays tested for ACC-deaminase activity by the tested the bacteria’s ability to
utilize ACC as a sole nitrogen source. Strains of Sinorhizobia were grown in a minimal media
with either no nitrogen source, ACC, or NH4Cl, an already accessible nitrogen source for the
bacteria. Bacteria were expected to thrive in media with NH4Cl and not to survive without a
nitrogen source. Bacteria that had ACC-deaminase in media with ACC were expected to survive
by breaking down ACC to generate ammonia as a nitrogen source, and if not, they would not
survive. Bacteria were first grown up TY medium, washed in 0.85% NaCl, and transferred to
growth for 7 days in SMM minimal medium with one of the nitrogen sources. Results showed
that strains grew in SMM with NH4Cl, but after a few days, they lysed in media with ACC and
without a nitrogen source. They might have lysed due the AcdS2 and AcdS3 homologs having
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little or no ACC-deaminase activity. It is more likely that there was not enough enzyme to
sustain the bacteria in minimal medium, since 3 of the strains tested also had copies of AcdS1
(90-100% identity to R. leguminosarum v.viceae ACC-deaminase) and should have been more
likely to survive. Lack of survival may also be due to lack of ACC-deaminase gene expression
while Sinorhizobia are in a free-living state versus symbiotic state. Sinorhizobia differentiate
during nodulation and living in symbiosis with a host plant. In both assays, strains were tested
for activity in free-living states.

PCR and Cloning
The two goals of PCR were to confirm the presence of AcdS3 sequences in Sinorhizobia
strains identified during the BLAST search and to amplify AcdS3 sequences for cloning. Primers
were designed to amplify the coding region sequences of AcdS3 and to amplify upstream of the
coding region. PCR was successful in amplifying the coding region sequences from 6 of 8 strains
of Sinorhizobium. It is possible that different primer designs are needed to confirm the presence
of the last two AcdS3 sequences by PCR.
PCR AcdS3 products from WSM419 and A312 were used in an attempt to clone an
AcdS3 insert into a pGEM®-T Easy Vector and Promega Co. JM109 High Efficiency
Competent Cells. Plate growth results suggest that the ligation reactions of the inserts into
plasmids were unsuccessful. Primers were also created and successful in amplifying AcdS3 for
insertion into a pBAD vector. Cloning and transforming AcdS3 into another model would allow
for individual testing for enzymatic activity, since three of the Sinorhizobia strains have copies
of both AcdS1 and AcdS3 sequences. It would also allow for easier protein extraction and a
greater protein yield for biochemical tests for enzymatic activity.
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Future Directions

Other PLP- dependent Enzyme Functionality
Future directions from Chapter 1 include creating a 3-D structural model of the entire
AcdS3 homolog to get a better glimpse of the different roles of active site amino acids. This
could help us to better understand possible absences in activity that we have observed and help
us to see whether another amino acid might be hydrogen bonding with the pyridine nitrogen of
PLP.
Although the AcdS3 homolog shares sequence similarities with ACC-deaminase and Dcysteine desulfhydrase, it is possible that is has neither type of enzymatic activity. It could still
be a member of the same family and work on another amino acid substrate. The ACC-deaminase
homolog from P. horikoshii was tested for both ACC-deaminase activity and D-cysteine
desulfhydrase activity and found to have neither (Fujino et al. 2004). Then, it was tested for its
ability to act on other amino acid substrates and catalyzed the breakdown of L-Serine to pyruvate
(Fujino et al. 2004). It could be beneficial to test AcdS3 for functionality with other amino acid
substrates too. The same biochemical assay could be used to test for the breakdown of other
amino acids by AcdS3, since it is not specific for any particular α-keto acid product.
The biochemical assays in Chapter 2 had limitations testing for α-keto acid production.
Assays need to be repeated simultaneously for samples with and without amino acid substrates to
help exclude any background α-keto acid detection.
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Alternate Biochemical Assays
The 2,4-DNPH works well to test for the presence of α-keto acids, however, not being
able to add the PLP cofactor may limit the amount of enzymatic activity that may be detected by
this assay. The literature discusses other biochemical assays that may also be used in future
studies to help detect the ACC-deaminase and/or D-cysteine desulfhydrase in homologues.
There is an uncertain induction and consumption period in the 2,4-DNPH assay in which
the bacteria are grown in a given amount of ACC to help induce enzyme production and activity
but during this time, ACC may be consumed in an unknown amount (Li et al. 2011). Li et al.
2011 suggests that ACC determination by a colorimetric ninhydrin assay would be a better assay
to determine activity for this reason. On the other hand, results from Li et al. did not detect a
significant decrease in ACC concentration over the incubation period. They also suggest that the
ninhydrin assay may not be as sensitive to detect the breakdown of ACC. It was also possible
that some of the products of the breakdown of ACC could be ninhydrin positive (Li et al. 2011).
Other alternate assays for the detection of D-cysteine desulfhydrase activity include
measuring H2S formation or measuring pyruvate formation using lactate dehydrogenase and
NADH at 340nm. Methods for these assays are described in Sourtourina et al (2001). Similarly,
alternate reactions for detecting ACC-deaminase activity include detecting α-ketobutyrate
formation using lactate dehydrogenase and NADH at 340nm (Todorovic and Glick 2008) or
detecting the disappearance of the ACC amino acid using a ninhydrin reaction as described in Li
et al. (2011).
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Growth Assay Future Directions
Some future directions could include shortening the growth assay duration. Bacteria may
utilize all of the available ACC and could die in the remaining assay time. ACC is not very stable
in solution and degrades by about 5% per day at 4 degrees (Penrose et. al 2001; Li et al. 2011).
The assay could also be tested again using a different minimal medium, such as the one used in
Zafar-ul-Hye et al. (2007).
A similar growth assay may also be used to screen for bacteria with D-cysteine
desulfhydrase. D-cysteine is broken down into pyruvate, ammonia and hydrogen sulfide, which
can be utilized as a sulfur source. Future experiments will look into a D-cysteine metabolism
assay where YEM minimal media will be supplemented with D-cysteine as a sole sulfur source
and magnesium sulfate as a positive control. If Sinorhizobia strains possess D-cysteine
desulfhydrase activity, they should be able to survive in the D-cysteine media, while other
bacteria will not.
Lastly, it has been proposed that ACC-deaminase is not expressed in some species unless
they are in a bacteriod state. Penrose et. al. (2001) discusses an assay by a modification of the
Waters AccQ·Tag Amino Acid Analysis MethodTM, that measures the amount of ACC in root
extracts after performing a gnotobiolotic root elongation assay (methods described in Penrose
and Glick 2003). With the assay, they were able to observe differences between seedlings treated
with bacteria with ACC-deaminase and bacteria without due to a decline in the amount of
present ACC in root extracts. Future experiments could try to examine for AcdS3 ACCdeaminase expression and activity in bacteria symbiosis with host plant seedlings in a similar
manner.
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PCR and Cloning of AcdS3 Future Directions
The presence of AcdS3 was only confirmed in 6 out of 8 strains during PCR
amplification. It may be necessary to design new primers using the two strains with sequences’
presences were not confirmed by PCR. It might also be useful to design new primers to amplify
sequences upstream of AcdS3, since there may be a promoter ahead of the coding sequence that
may aid in increasing enzyme production.
During the attempt to clone AcdS3 into pGEM®-T Easy Vector and Promega Co. JM109
High Efficiency Competent Cells, it appears as though ligation reactions were unsuccessful. It is
necessary to retry cloning with new LB+ Amp plates, and to re-examine the concentration of
DNA insert to vector. PCR amplification of the coding region of AcdS3 using primers designed
for pBAD insertion was successful. Future directions include trying to clone AcdS3 sequences
using pBAD and perhaps Qiagen kits. Cloning of AcdS3 is necessary for future experiments to
be able to individually test AcdS3 for activity without background AcdS1 activity for a greater
protein yield and easier protein extraction.
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